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Many short-term emergency measures will become a fixture of life. That 
is the nature of emergencies. They fast-forward historical processes. De-
cisions that in normal times could take years of deliberation are passed 
in a matter of hours. Immature and even dangerous technologies are 
pressed into service, because the risks of doing nothing are bigger. Entire 
countries serve as guinea-pigs in large-scale social experiments. What 
happens when everybody works from home and communicates only at a 
distance? What happens when entire schools and universities go online? 
In normal times, governments, businesses and educational boards would 
never agree to conduct such experiments. But these aren’t normal times.
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Will online teaching become a fixture of life?







The reason? Bad pedagogy!
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synchronous asynchronous

instructor-paced self-paced

more time to help students
where it really matters!
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Try this exercise!
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instead of all students coming to instructor’s room…

…instructional staff visits each team’s own room
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Shift ownership of learning space

80 students in one room      20 rooms with 4 students

Oliver Mook

Jill Smith

Eric Mazur

Sara Paul

Cora Novak
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Oliver Mook

Jill Smith

Eric Mazur

Sara Paul

Cora Novak

Shift ownership of learning space

every student on front row & address each by their name 
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Does it work?
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Doubling of…

• content learning gains

• physics self-efficacy gains
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What do students say?
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Agile Feedback Survey (Talbert)

1. I was challenged intellectually

2. I had plenty of support

3. I am closer to mastering the ideas of the course now

4. I made progress because of my own efforts and choices

5. I felt I was part of a community of learners
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self-determination

1. I was challenged intellectually (challenge)

2. I had plenty of support (support)

3. I am closer to mastering the ideas of the course now (growth)

4. I made progress because of my own efforts and choices (auton.)

5. I felt I was part of a community of learners (relatedness)
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I did my best teaching ever online!
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see who is online
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highlighting text…
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…opens chat window
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(try to) solve three very hard problems
(and reflect on your work)
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3 month-long projects per semester (six total)
new team for each project
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the new (not so) normal

• no lectures

• no exams

• no (fixed) classroom

• no (fixed) start or end time
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think

poll

discuss

repoll

explain
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 in-class PI self-paced PI

av. time per session 92 min 71 min*

av. number of questions 9.3 (6.9) 11

increased gains in content learning & self efficacy!

*outside of class!
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self-paced PI

• less time, more learning

• better integration with reading

• free up class time for other learning activities
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• online can be better than in person

• pedagogy is key

• time together is precious

• physical classroom is a constraint  



for a copy of this presentation:

mazur.harvard.edu

 course Canvas page: bit.ly/erics_course

Follow me!            @eric_mazur




